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Updated radio offers 
more chances to add 
scale realism. 

   With all of its built-in detail, the Atlantic II tug is the very 
picture of a hard-working harbor workhouse . And with its 
new updates, the Atlantic II is a dependability match for 
full-size craft, too . 
   New version of the Atlantic II tug now include a Tactic 
TTX491 radio system . Like all Tactic systems, it’s built with 
SLT (Secure Link Technology), one of the most robust and 
reliable 2 .4GHz protocols available . It’s matched to the 
Tactic 6-channel TR625 receiver—a light, compact plus 
with added channels for sound chips and other auxiliary 
features . Other features include dual coaxial antenna for 
strong, flawless reception and a push button that creates 
an instant and unbreakable link between itself and the 
TTX491 . 

   The Atlantic II also features another dependability 
upgrade in the form of the Star Plug . It’s 100% compatible 
with the most common polarized power plug, but installs 
more simply, holds tighter and releases more easily as well .  
   And with the improved dependability comes the 
everyday authenticity and detail the Atlantic II is prized for . 
Protective tires line the rails . Fire extinguishers, ladders 
and life preservers adorn the cabin walls and LEDs 
duplicate the nav, mast and cabin lights
you’d expect to see . 
   Best of all, every stunning detail is factory-installed and 
part of a complete ready-to-run package . 

Specifications: 
Hull length: 30 .3 in (768 mm)
Beam: 10 .5 in (267 mm)
Height: 19 .5 in (495 mm)  
Weight: 7 .8 lb (3 .5 kg)
Requires: 11 .1V 2200mAh LiPo battery, 
charger and 6 “AA” batteries

The Atlantic II Tugboat includes: 
 ■ Factory-finished fiberglass hull and superstructure  
with working LEDs and numerous scale details 

 ■ Tactic TTX491 4-channel 2 .4GHz SLT radio, a TR625  
dual-antenna receiver and TSX102 servos 

 ■ A factory-installed power system that includes: a powerful  
550-sized motor, 30A brushed LiPo-ready ESC, direct  
drive system and 3-bladed brass propeller 

 ■ Wooden display stand

Now with TTX491 
4-channel radio!
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